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World of Warcraft: Legion
Were we PREARED?!

T

since the game first came out
in 2004, Legion has brought
he burning Legion has
many original and new players
returned to invade and claim
to the game with their large
Azeroth causing our brave
amount of new content, level
heroes to fight back to prevent cap increase from 100 to 110,
the destruction of their world. game changes and engaging
They must join forces with
story. Within the first day of
the newly allied Illidari debeing released, the expansion
mon hunters, led by our forset sold over 3.3 million copies
mer enemy Illidan Stormrage, which has matched their previto take down the vast armies
ous record that was set in 2010
of the legion as well as their
with the release of World of
leaders such as the betrayer of Warcraft: Cataclysm.
Orcs Gul’Dan, Kil’Jaeden the
Deceiver and the Avatars of
Sargeras!
World of Warcraft Legion™
has been on the market since
August 30th 2016 and could
be said it is the rebirth of the
franchise! Following a disappointing expansion, World
of Warcraft: Warlords of
Draenor™, where subscriber
numbers were at their lowest

The game changes have also been
huge, such as the introduction
of artifact weapons; which players will have a specific weapon
assigned to them for their class
and specialisation which they
will power and level up through
the entire expansion using the
resource “Artifact Power” which
they can obtain through defeating raid/dungeon bosses, PVP
or world quests. With this, each
class is assigned a class hall,
where that certain class can set
up base and command followers to help fight beside them and
complete missions. The player
vs player (PvP) system has also
been updated to have its own

talent tree and upgraded honour
point system to help reward PvP
players.
Overall, it is still early days for
the expansion, however so far it
has proven to be a huge step up
from previous expansions with
the sheer mass of content that
is available to players of every
play style. Plus, there is enough
content coming out to keep the
game feeling fresh and fun. There
is much more to come however
we are sure Blizzard will keep the
momentum they have gained going and make this one of the best
expansions ever made!

Previously... on
World of Warcraft!
at this time was the only faction that
could play the paladin class, the Horde
was the only faction at could play the
shaman class, however all the other
classes were available over each faction
being warrior, hunter, druid, mage,
priest, rogue and warlock. Within this
content, dungeons and raids were soon
available with the raids of Onyxia’s
World of Warcraft has made many
memorable and epic moments through- Lair and Molten Core being playable.
By 2005, the introduction of the first
out its twelve years running. There is a
world bosses was introduced with PvP
reason why it is still the most popular
battlegrounds Warsong Gulch and Aland played MMORPG of its genre! In
this special feature, we shall be having a terac Vally added shortly after. Within
nostalgia trip down memory lane, look- the rest of 2005, we were introduced
to more raids such as Blackwing Lair,
ing back at the great moments from
past expansions and see how much has Zul’Gurub and more world bosses, with
the addition of a new battleground Arachanged.
thi Basin. By the end of this content, we
Firstly, let’s look at the original game,
were given the raids Ruins of Ahn’Qiraj,
also known in the fan base as “VanilTemple of Ahn’Qiraj and Naxxaramas.
la WoW” and even though it was the
The first part of WoW’s history is well
start of the adventure, they started off
in a big way! Firstly, we are introduced loved by the fan base and has bought us
many memories, from Lerroy Jenkins
to the world that is Azeroth. Kalimdor
and the Eastern Kingdoms, accommo- to the corrupted blood plague and even
though it had its flaws, it quickly caught
dated by the two factions that are in
the eye of many future players.
constant conflict with each other, the
Alliance and the Horde. Four playable
characters were introduced for each
faction; Humans, Gnomes, Dwarfs and
Night Elves formed the Alliance while
the Orcs, Trolls, Tauren and Undead
formed the Horde. While the Alliance

The Burning Crusade, World of Warcraft’s first expansion and labelled by
many in the fan base as the best expansion Blizzard has ever made. The expansion bought a large amount of content
for all kind of players from the casuals
to the hardcore players both PvE and
PvP. With the level cap being increased
from 60 to 70, the next addition to the
game was a whole new playable zone
called Outland with new characters,
raids, dungeons, battlegrounds and lore.
The Burning Crusade also introduced
two new races, one for each faction; the
alliance gained the race Draenei while
the Horde gained the Blood Elves and
by doing this they also allowed both
factions to be able to play the paladin and shaman class. New raids were
introduced this expansion such as
Karazhan, Gruul’s Lair, Magtheridon’s
Lair, Serpentshrine Caven, the Eye,
Battle for Mount Hyjal and the Black
Temple throughout all of 2007. At this
point, WoW was getting very popular
with over 10 million active players and
gained some mainstream media attention. This was proved when celebrities
such as Mr T and William Shatner featuring in promotion advertisements on
television to help promote the game. In
early 2008, the final raid was released
called the Sunwell Plateau with some of
the most difficult content ever created in
the game!

Wrath of the Lich King was the second
expansion of the series raising the level
cap from 70 to 80. It bought the players
back to Azeroth but with a new continent called Northrend. With this, a new
hero class was introduced called Death
Knights which started at level 55 and
had its own campaign before joining the
other players. Transportation was added
to the game such as zeppelins and boats
as well as the raid Naxxramas returning
from vanilla revamped to level 80. This
raid is also joined by raids such as Eye of
Eternity, Obsidian Sanctum and Archavon with the new battleground Strand of
the Ancients. In 2009 more content was
added with raids such as Ulduar and
Trial of the Crusader with more battle
grounds added called Isle of Conquest.
Later on, Onyxia’s Lair returned for
level 80 content and World of Warcraft
merged with BattleNet to create a better
and safer system for player’s accounts.
The final content of this expansion was
the raid Icecrown Citadel which is one
of the most beloved raids in WoW’s
history which concluded the story for
this expansion, however there was a raid
called Ruby Sanctum being added at the
very end as bonus content.

In late 2012, Mists of Pandaria was the
fouth expansion into the series with the
level cap increased from 85 to 90. This
time, we were given a new class, race and
continent to explore! The new race was
called Pandaren which were neutral with
both factions and could pick which one
they wanted to side with. The new class
In 2010, Cataclysm was introduced as
was called Monk that was able to be used
the third expansion with the level cap
by all races apart from the ones introraised from 80 to 85 that changed the
duced in Cataclysm. In this expansion
world of Azeroth to look the way it does we were also given a pet battle system,
to this day. There was no new contiscenario system which was like smaller
nent included this time, instead we got
dungeons, world bosses, brawlers guild,
a remake of the current world Azeroth
raids and PvP content as well as some rethat felt the effects of the Cataclysm.
vamped classic dungeons, Scarlet Halls,
Two new races were added, one to each
Scarlet Monastery and Scholomance. In
faction like they did I Burning Crusade, early 2013 a new raid was introduced
these races were Worgan for Alliance
called Throne of Thunder on a new isle
and Goblin for the Horde. Other than
introduced as the Isle of Thunder. This
raids and dungeons being added, they
included more world bosses, scenarios
added a new secondary profession, Arand daily quests. A couple of months
chaeology, new zones added onto the
later, a new battleground was released
current content and a world PvP area
called Deepwind Gorge with new scecalled Tol Barad. In Aril 2011, two new
narios and a new difficulty of scenarios.
dungeons were added that were remakes New cotent was then added again in
of the classic WoW raids Zul’Gurub and September with another new isle called
Zul’Aman. Near the end of 2010, BlizTimeless Isle that had more quests and
zard introduced transmogrification, Raid world bosses with the new and final raid
Finder for an easier level of raiding and
of the expansion called Siege of Orgrimthe final set of raid content called Drag- mar. Around this time as well, Blizzard
on Soul for this expansion. It wasn’t until added cross realms to help people play
late 2012 where bonus content was add- with each other when they’re not on the
ed to set up for the next expansion.
same sever as well as rework the PvP arena system. Throughout this expansion,
there was a legendary cloak quest that
concluded in the timeless isle ad Siege of
Orgimmar.

Throughout the game, we have seen
things come and go. Things such as
reforging gear to change the stats to
help benefit you and your class the best,
weapon skills where you would have to
gain experience in each type of weapon
from swords to unarmed. We have even
seen some content removed to be used
in a later expansion such as the original
Naxxramas raids, we have seen villains
return such as Ragnaros the fire lord
in the raids Molten Core in vanilla and
Firelands in Cataclysm. But in the end
of it all, Blizzard has given us 12 years
of content that we will never forget.
They have always tried to do their best
to satisfy the players, whether that is
with gameplay or the story it tells. But
as us fans celebrate the 12th anniversary
of World of Warcraft, we can only look
forward to the future content, stories and
adventures that they have planned for us
in the future!

In November 2014, Warlords of Draenor
was released with the level cap raised
from 90 to 100. This expansion didn’t introduce any new classes, races or profession content, however it did update all of
the character model graphics within the
game, making it look more up to date
and fresh. It also introduced a new continent to explore called Draenor which
was the third planet ever added to the
game, second one being Outlands. Within this continent, the player would own
a garrison which would contain vendors,
outposts and a hall area where the player can lead his followers to missions.
Later on, a navel dock yard was added
For the Horde...
for extra naval missions. There were
only three raids added to this expansion For the Alliance...
FOR AZEROTH!!
called Highmaul which was released
at the start, Blackrock Foundry which
came out in February 2015 then Hellfire
Citadel which came out in June. With
the last raids release, a new zone was
unlocked called Tanaan Jungle which
players could explore, quest, PvP and
kill world bosses for loot. There was also
an achievement that if completed would
let players fly around Draenor which
involved some competition in Tanaan
Jungle.

